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Acoustic modes and the coupling characteristics of a rectangular-like cavity with a slight
geometrical distortion introduced through a leaning wall are investigated in this paper. A pressure
variation index is proposed to quantify the global changes in acoustic modes caused by the
inclination of the wall. Effects on the coupling between acoustic modes and structural modes are
investigated using coupling coefficients. Numerical results show a simple relationship between the
distortion effect and the acoustic wavelength. The effect is most significant when the distortion
approaches the half wavelength. Compared with a rectangular enclosure, the existence of the leaning
wall gives rise to a much more effective coupling between the structure and the enclosure. ©2004
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1823331#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ks, 43.20.Tb@MO# Pages: 3312–3318
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of sound radiation by a vibrating structu
into an enclosure has received a great deal of attention
years. A comprehensive modal-based theoretical framew
for interior sound field simulation was developed in the ea
work of Dowell et al.1 and Fahy.2 Since then, a large amoun
of effort has been devoted to investigating the vibro-acou
behavior of such systems,3,4 Given an excitation on the struc
ture, structural vibration radiates sound into the enclos
through its coupling with acoustic modes. Therefore an
curate characterization of the sound-structure interac
plays a key role in the prediction of acoustic field. The int
play between the structure and the enclosure is usually c
acterized by the structural-acoustic modal coupling coe
cient, which is a measure of the spatial match betw
structure modes and cavity modes. The coupling analysis
be easily done for cavities with simple geometry,5,6 due to
the existence of analytical modal solutions.7 This exercise
turns out to be very useful in many aspects,8,9 especially in
revealing useful physical insights to lead subsequent so
control strategies.10–13

Literature review shows that most of previous wo
dealt with rectangular or cylindrical enclosure. Although t
use of such regular-shaped cavities with perfect geom
greatly simplifies the modeling procedure, one of the dir
consequences of such assumption is that, due to the sym
try in both the structure and the enclosure, the structu
acoustic coupling occurs in a very selective way, wh
physically means that a structure mode can only be cou
to a small portion of acoustic modes to warrant an effect
sound radiation.10,12In practice, however, slight imperfectio
in geometry always exists, which may affect the acous
mode shapes and, consequently, bring drastic changes i
coupling nature. As a first step, it is necessary to compreh

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic add
mmlcheng@polyu.edu.hk
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how acoustic modes are altered. Literature survey shows
few works on the irregular-shaped cavity have been repor
One of the plausible reasons is that, classical modal-ba
methods rely on the availability of acoustic modes, whi
cannot be analytically known in the presence of geome
irregularity. For a long time, numerical methods, such as
finite element method14 and the boundary element method15

have been adopted to deal with the problem. The deve
ment of acoustoelastic method16 and the Green function
method17 made it possible to handle the irregular shap
cavities in a semi-analytical way. Both methods were th
improved by the authors, who proposed the ‘‘combin
integro-modal~CIM! approach,’’ in which the cavity was dis
cretized into a series of subcavities, and the acoustic pres
was decomposed either over a modal basis of regular
cavities or over that of the bounding cavities in the case
irregular-shaped boundaries.18,19 Comparisons between theo
retical or other existing results and the presented numer
solutions showed excellent agreement.20

The purpose of this paper is to investigate possi
changes in acoustic modes and coupling characteristics
to the introduction of a leaning wall in a rectangular-lik
cavity. The whole system is modeled using the CIM a
proach. A pressure variation index is defined to quantify
global change in acoustic modes caused by the wall incl
tion. The tendency plots of index reveal the relationship
tween the distortion effect and the wavelength of acou
modes involved. The impact on the structural-acoustic c
pling is also examined.

II. FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 1, the cavity under investigation is
rectangular-like cavity with one leaning wall~a trapezoidal
enclosure!. The enclosure has a volumeV0 ~cavity with solid
lines! surrounded by a surfaceS0 which is acoustically rigid.
A small anglea, which defines the degree of the inclinatio
of the leaning wallS1 , is used to represent the geomet
ss:
116(6)/3312/7/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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distortion of the cavity, as opposed to its rectangular co
terpart. The acoustic pressureC inside the enclosure can b
expressed in the form of wave equation

~¹21k2!C50 ~1!

with the Neumann boundary condition

~]C/]n!S0
50, ~2!

where k is the wave number andn the normal direction
towards outside. In parallel, a rectangular bounding cav
which encloses the trapezoidal enclosureV0 and occupies a
volumeVc ((L11L33tga)3L23L3) with a surfaceSc , is
constructed~dashed in Fig. 1!. Inside the bounding cavity
the Green’s functionG(r ,r 0) satisfies the following inhomo
geneous Helmholtz equation with a point source:

~¹21K2!G~r ,r 0!52d~r 2r 0!, ~3a!

~]G~r ,r 0!/]n!SC
50, ~3b!

whered(r 2r 0) is the Dirac delta function.G(r ,r 0) can be
expressed in terms of normal modeswp of the bounding
cavity Vc as

G~r ,r 0!5 (
l ,m,n

w lmn~r !w lmn~r 0!

~klmn
2 2k2!VR` lmn

, ~4!

where

w lmn5cosS lpx

L11L3•tga D cosS mpy

L2
D cosS npz

L3
D , ~5a!

with klmn and ` lmn being, respectively, the wave numb
and the generalized acoustic mass of thelmn-th mode, viz.

klmn
2 5S lp

L11L3•tga D 2

1S mp

L2
D 2

1S np

L3
D 2

, ~5b!

` lmn5
1

Vc
E

Vc

w lmn~r !w lmn~r !dy. ~5c!

According to the CIM approach,18,20 the acoustic pres
sure insideV0 is decomposed on the basis of normal mod
w lmn of the bounding cavity as

FIG. 1. Geometry and coordinate system of a rectangularlike cavity w
one leaning wall.
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C5 (
l ,m,n

blmnw lmn , l 51,...,L; m51,...,M ; n51,...N, ~6!

whereblmn are the unknown coefficients to be determine
(L,M ,N) the numbers of the terms to be kept after the tru
cation of the series. Combining Eqs.~1!–~4! with ~6! and
using the orthogonality property of mode shapes lead to
following eigenvalue equation:

~k22klmn
2 !blmn5(

i , j ,k
bi jknlmn,i jk~a!, ~7!

where

nlmn,i jk~a!5E E
S0

w i jk

]w lmn

]n
ds. ~8!

For the cavityV0 , ]w lmn /]n50 holds at all walls except on
the leaning wallS1 . In light of the relationship between vari
ablesx andz:

x5L11~L32z!•tga, ~9!

one has

]w lmn

]n
52cos

mpy

L2
S lp cosa

L11L3tga

3sin
lpx

L11L3tga
cos

npz

L3

1
np sina

L3
cos

lpx

L11L3tga
sin

npz

L3
D . ~10!

Substituting Eq.~10! into ~8! and then integrating overS1 ,
nlmn,i jk(a) can be expressed as

nlmn,i jk~a!5
@12usign~m2 j !u#pL2

16

•H l cosa

L11L3tga
@c1~a12a21a32a4!

1usign~ l 2 i !u•c2~a52a61a72a8!#

1
n sina

L3
@c1~a11a21a31a4!1c2~a5

1a61a71a8!#J , ~11!

where (c1 , c2 , a1 , ...,a8) are a set of coefficients which ca
be calculated for a givena. sign is a symbol function defined
as

sign~x!5H 1, x.0

0, x50

21, x,0

.

It is clear thatnlmn,i jk(a) vanishes whena50, showing the
orthogonality property of the modes when there is no dist
tion. Rearranging Eq.~7! in the matrix form gives

h

3313Y. Y. Li and L. Cheng: Acoustic modes and coupling
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F n000,000~a!2~k22k000
2 ! ... n000,LMN~a!

... ... ...

nLMN,000~a! ... nLMN,LMN~a!2~k22kLMN
2 !

G H b000

A
bLMN

J 50. ~12!

FIG. 2. Contour of the iso-pressure o
the acoustic mode~1,0,1! over the
cross areaABCE.
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The solution of Eq.~12! yieldsblmn for constructing acoustic
pressure~or acoustic mode shape! inside the cavity from Eq.
~6!.

In order to quantify changes in acoustic modes, a va
tion index is defined as

Jlmn~a!5E
S
DC lmn

2 (a)ds, ~13!

whereDC lmn(a) is the residual mode shape over a giv
surfaceS:

DC lmn~a!5C lmn~a!2C lmn~a50!. ~14a,b!

Obviously, Jlmn(a) represents the global change in t
lmn-th mode over the surface caused by the wall inclinati

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSIONS

The formulation described in Sec. II is implemente
The dimension of the cavity is set asL13L23L350.92
30.1530.6 m3. Since the inclination is introduced parall
to y-axis, discussions will focus on those modes with ord
( l ,m,n) with m50. In the following discussions, the term
( l ,m,n) mode’’ will be used to designate a pair of acous
modes before and aftera is introduced. It should be men
tioned that although this notation has clear physical mean
when a50, it is loosely used for the cavity with a leanin
wall for the sake of convenience. In the latter case, it sim
stands for a mode evolving from the (l ,m,n) mode (a50)
3314 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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due to the wall inclination. The matching of the pair is e
sured by carefully checking the mode shape~pressure distri-
bution! of each mode during the calculation.

The truncation of the decomposition series@Eq. ~6!# is a
main factor affecting the accuracy of the calculation. A ca
ful convergence analysis was carried out by following t
procedure detailed in our previous work.18 Roughly speak-
ing, (L,M ,N) was gradually increased until no noticeab
changes in the calculated results were observed. For
present configuration, the series is truncated up to 60, 3,
10 in L, M , andN, respectively.

A. Analysis of acoustic modes

Changes in acoustic pressure distribution due to
variation ofa are first investigated by choosing one typic
mode~1,0,1!. Figure 2 shows the contour plot of the acous
pressure over the cross areaABCE (y5L2/2 in Fig. 1! with
different inclination angles. The dashed are the iso-press
lines whena50° taken as the nominal case. The press
amplitude is normalized to the maximal pressure value in
cavity. It can be seen that the distortion has no signific
influence on natural frequencies, due to the large wavelen
of the mode with respect to the distortion. With the increa
of a from 2° to 10°, the mode shape deviates gradually fr
its nominal case. This change in acoustic pressure is qua
fied by the residual mode shapeDC101(a) in Fig. 3. It can
be seen that:

d For the case ofa52°, change in the acoustic mode
observed, and the maximal difference is 4% compared
Y. Y. Li and L. Cheng: Acoustic modes and coupling
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FIG. 3. Residual acoustic pressur
DC101(a).
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the nominal one. With the increase ofa, this change be-
comes more significant, reaching 23% fora510°.

d The perfect symmetry of mode shape at edgesAB andDE
in the case ofa50° is altered due to the distortion.

d There is a maximum pressure change area at edgeAB for
each configuration, ranging from 0.04 to 0.18. Its locat
gradually moves towards the leaning wall of the enclos
when a increases. For the same token, an even lar
variation area~from 0.04 to 0.23! can be observed at th
bottom part of the cavity~edgeDE), with the same mov-
ing tendency as shown at edgeAB. In comparison, there
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
e
er

is little change on the surface opposite to the leaning w
Therefore, the effect ofa on acoustic pressure variation
mainly on the two walls adjacent to the inclined wa
rather than on the opposite one, with the maximal var
tion appearing at the area close to the leaning wall.

The global variation of a number of selected acous
modes is quantified using the variation indexJlmn(a). Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the tendency curve ofJl00(a) for a number
of selected modes witha varying from 0° to 30°. It can be
seen that
d
FIG. 4. Pressure variation index. Soli
line: acoustic modes (l , 0,0! with 0°
<a<30° at S2 ; dashed: 1D duct
modes withg varying from 0 to 0.38.
n: l 51; ,: l 53; s: l 55; L: l
57; h: l 59.
3315Y. Y. Li and L. Cheng: Acoustic modes and coupling



FIG. 5. Pressure variation index
Jlmn(a) at S2 vs DL/l with 0°<a
<30° (DL5L3•tga,L350.6).
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d For a smalla, the variation indexJl00(a) increases with
the increase of orderl . That is, a certain distortion wil
have a more sensitive effect on pressure variation
high-order modes than for low-order ones.

d Within the range of interest, no extremum ofJl00(a) is
observed for low-order modes. However, peaks app
with the increase ofl . For example,Jl00(a) reaches its
maximum ata'22° for mode~7,0,0! and ata'16° for
mode ~9,0,0!. With further increase ofl , multiple peaks
emerge.

The earlier results show that there are critical values
a for each mode in which the variation is the most rema
able. There might be a relationship between these crit
values and the wavelength of modes in question. Quantify
this possible relationship can help estimate the impac
distortion on one particular mode of interest.

Since a mainly affects the acoustic modes
x-direction, an auxiliary study was performed using a on
dimensional~1D! duct with a lengthL to understand the
observed phenomena. Some details are given in the Ap
dix. Using the duct theory,21 it can be found that maximum
alteration in the acoustic pressure occurs at those locat
DL satisfying

DLu i 5 l 21,l 22,...5
l l

2 S l

i
21D5S l

i
21DL, l5

2L

l
, ~15!

and thefirst one is located at

DLu i 5 l 215
l

2
•

l

l 21
. ~16!

Clearly, the number and locations of extrema depend on
wavelengthl and mode orderl . For thefirst one, an increase
in l makesDL/l approaching 0.5, implying that for high
order modes, the change in acoustic modes is the mos
markable whenDL→l/2. Since higher-order modes hav
3316 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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shorter wavelength, a slight distortion can therefore lead
significant variation of mode shapes. Results are also plo
in Fig. 4 and compared with previous ones for the cav
showing a strong similarity.

This observation is further verified in Fig. 5 usin
the cavity defined before, which illustrates the var
tion of Jlmn(a) (0°<a<30°) with respect to DL/l
(DL5L3•tga). A large variety of modes are included in th
figure to check the observation made earlier. It should
mentioned that, due to the difference in wavelength of d
ferent modes, the variation ranges ofDL/l are not the same
for all modes considered. The highest mode involved is 30
x-direction of the cavity, for whichfour extremum are de-
tected at DL/l50.55, 1.15, 1.8, and 2.54, respective
~marked with arrows in the figure!. This result is in consis-
tent with the prediction given by Eq.~15!, which are
DL/lu i 529,...,2650.52, 1.07, 1.67, and 2.3. In addition, wit
the increase of mode orderl , thefirst extremumDL/lu i 5 l 21

indeed convergences to 0.5.
The effect of the inclination on different walls is als

examined. Two walls, i.e.,S2 which is adjacent to the leanin
wall andS3 which is opposite to it are taken as example, a
the pressure variation indices for a number of selected mo
are compared in Fig. 6. Apparently, the distortion has mu
greater effect onS2 thanS3 .

B. Vibroacoustic coupling analysis

Replacing the top wall of the enclosure by a simp
supported flexible panel, a coupling analysis is conducte
quantify the effects of the wall inclination on the structura
acoustic coupling feature. The commonly used coupling
efficient L(a) is defined as the integral of the product b
tweeni j -th structure modef i j and thelmn-th cavity mode
C lmn(a) over the vibrating surfaceAf :
Y. Y. Li and L. Cheng: Acoustic modes and coupling
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Li j ,lmn~a!5
1

Af
E f i j C lmn~a!ds. ~17!

Figure 7 compares the magnitude of the coupling co
ficients when a50 and a510° using sixteen acousti
modes (l 50,...,3;m,n50,1) and nine structural modes (i , j
51,..,3). It can be seen that, whena50, only a few acoustic
modes are coupled to each structural mode~denoted by a sta
in Fig. 7!. In fact, any symmetric/anti-symmetric modes
the panel, with respect to the center, would not be couple
an acoustic mode if the latter is anti-symmetric
symmetrical in one of the two directions parallel to the pa
surface. The distortion of the wall (a510°) greatly in-
creases the number of the coupled modes, denoted by ci
in Fig. 7. Comparing the two cases, the coupling stren
between the originally coupled modes are not significan
altered, as judged by the closeness of the star-circle pai
Fig. 7. The additional coupling caused by the inclination
the wall, however, can reach a relatively high level in so

FIG. 6. Pressure variation indexJlmn(a) with 0°<a<30° atS2 ~solid line!
andS3 ~dashed!. n:~1,0,0!; * : ~4,1,2!; ,: ~6,0,1!; L: ~7,0,2!; s: ~8,0,2!; 1:
~12,0,0!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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cases. For example,L31,300(0)50 between the~3,1! mode
and the~3,0,0! mode whileL31,300(10°)50.15 ~marked with
an arrow in the figure!, attaining 37% of the maximum val
ues ofLi j ,lmn(a) (L11,100(a)50.4053). Apparently, a strong
coupling is created due to the distortion of the enclosure

Taking the structural mode~1,1! as an example, varia
tions of the coupling strength with respect toa are examined
in Fig. 8. Thefive acoustic modes are the same as the o
previously used in Fig. 4. For each particular acoustic mo
the general tendency of the curve is somehow similar to
counterpart in Fig. 4, which implies that a maximum alte
ation of the pressure would most likely also lead to a sign
cant change in its coupling strength to the lower-order str
tural modes. This agreement becomes, however,
consistent, for higher-order structural modes~not shown!.
Therefore, the criterion previously established to quantify
pressure variation can be roughly used to predict the c
pling strength between an acoustic mode with a lower-or
structural mode.

FIG. 8. Effect ofa on the coupling coefficientL11,l00 ( l 51,3,...,9).
al

FIG. 7. Coupling coefficientLi j ,lmn

between acoustic modes and structur
modes of a simply-supported panel.* :

a50 and s: a510° (i , j 51,...,3; l
50,...,3; m,n50,1).
3317Y. Y. Li and L. Cheng: Acoustic modes and coupling
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Acoustic modes and the coupling characteristics o
rectangular-like cavity with a slight geometrical distortio
introduced through a leaning wall are investigated in t
paper. A pressure variation index is proposed to quantify
global change in acoustic modes. The coupling coefficien
used to measure the effect caused by the distortion. Num
cal simulations are performed to find out the relationsh
between the variation index, the coupling coefficient and
distortion. The following conclusions can be drawn.

~1! The pressure distribution inside the cavity is sen
tive to geometrical changes. The most affected areas mov
the leaning wall when the distortion is getting larger.

~2! A simple relationship between the distortion effe
and the acoustic wavelength involved is established. Whe
a given distortion is important depends on the wavelength
the acoustic modes. For a lower-order mode, a small dis
tion has no apparent influence due to its large acoustic w
length. For high-order modes, however, the effect is appa
and intensifies when the distortion approaches the half wa
length.

~3! The distortion affects more the two adjacent wa
than the opposite one.

~4! The inclination of the wall gives rise to a much mo
effective coupling between the structure and the enclos
The most affected modes are these pairs which are not
tially coupled whena50. The coupling strength between a
acoustic mode and a lower-order structural mode roug
follows the tenancy stated in~2!.
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APPENDIX: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
DISTORTION AND THE WAVELENGTH OF A ONE-
DIMENSIONAL DUCT

The l -th mode shape of a duct with a lengthL satisfies
C l5cos(lpx/L), and the corresponding residual mode sha
when the length varies fromL to L(11g) can be written as

DC l~g!5cosS lpx

L~11g! D2cosS lpx

L D , g5
DL

L
. ~A1!

Using the pressure variation index defined in Eq.~13!:

Jl~«!5E
0

L

DC l
2~«!dx

5LS 11
sin~2p l«!

4p l«
1

1

lp S ~21! l 11

11«

1
~21! l

12« D sin~ lp«! D ,

«5
1

11g
. ~A2!
3318 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 6, December 2004
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Jl(«) reaches its extrema when]Jl(«)/]«50, i.e.:

1

4«2 A11~2p l«!2 sin~arctg~2p l«!22p l«!

1
2

12«2AS 11«2

12«2D 2

1~p l«!2 sinS lp«

1arctg
lp«~12«2!

11«2 D50. ~A3!

A simplification of Eq.~A3! results in an approximate solu
tion of «, viz., «5 i / l ( i 51,...,n). Thus, one has

DLu i 5 l 21,l 22,...5

S l

i
21Dl l

2
5S l

i
21DL. ~A4!

wherel is the wavelength of thel -th mode andl52L/ l .
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